
Lloyd Jones - Eskom 
Lloyd Jones is a Multiplier. His aim is to harvest the collective intelligence around him, focus the 
minds and to then deliver extraordinary results. 

Lloyd Jones is currently Executive Manager Analytics and Business Intelligence for Eskom 
Group IT. In his current role his mission is to enable cohesive enterprise wide performance 
management in line with the shareholder compact. He has held numerous executive 
management roles spanning strategy, architecture and projects.  

Previously Mr. Jones led the Eskom Group IT Project Delivery Portfolio. He has introduced 
vigorous project prioritization based on strategic alignment and has driven an aggressive project 
capability maturity to improve IT delivery. He was previously Executive Manager for Strategy, 
Enterprise Architecture, and Innovation for Eskom Group IT where he lead the development of 
the first integrated IT Strategy across all Eskom Holdings business units. 

Lloyd has 22 years of experience spanning strategic planning, architecture, system operations 
as well as line responsibility for system planning. Lloyd has driven innovation to create business 
value taking responsibility for identification, initiation, delivery and benefit realisation. At various 
times Lloyd has lead organisational units covering disciplines such as portfolios, programmes, 
projects, application development, architecture and process engineering. 

Lloyd has led large-scale strategic business development initiatives that utilizing technology to 
integrate diverse business capabilities to deliver transformational change. These initiatives have 
ranged across traditional enterprise applications, infrastructure, change management, mobility 
and social media. His current interests are in collaboration and analytics to drive performance.  

Lloyd’s key ability is to challenge the norm so that an organization can shift performance 
through people, process and technology interventions, as demonstrated by Enterprise Mobility 
Forum 2012’s award of Best Enterprise Mobile Deployment, and Best ROI. 

Before joining Eskom, he used to be an electrical engineer building Variable Speed Systems 
specializing in system simulation. In Eskom Lloyd has worked across various business units 
using simulation techniques to cover strategic power system planning, system expansion and 
electrification. Lloyd moved back into IT in 1998 implementing diverse systems such as GIS, 
CRM, billing, mobility, integration, asset management, Scada and standardized information 
models. Lloyd has led both operations and enterprise architecture functions in deeply federated 
and centralized environments. His extensive IT experience has allowed him to lead a service 
driven approach to architecture, projects and operations. 

The real question for the IT industry is when will IT grow up? We need to transition from an 
obsession with industrial IT (aka the cloud) to become transformational Information Utilities that 
delivers real insight for real people. He is married with four children so has no spare time at all! 

 

 


